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The National Association of Certified Valuators and Analysts (NACVA) supports the users of business and intangible
asset valuation services and financial forensic services, including damages determinations of all kinds and fraud
detection and prevention, by training and certifying financial professionals in these disciplines. NACVA training includes
Continuing Professional Education (CPE) credit and is available to both members and non-members.
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Ambassador’s Editorial Board Initiatives—Third Quarter 2014
By Board Chair, Jeff Harwell, CVA, MAFF, CMEA
As the newly appointed Chair of the Ambassador’s Editorial Board (AEB), I continue to struggle
with several questions as our Board works diligently to connect with our membership and meet its
responsibility of providing relevant and timely intellectual and professional content through
QuickRead and special “Think Tank” projects. So to address those questions, I decided to take
this opportunity to review the role and responsibilities of the AEB and solicit our membership’s
active participation.

Think Tank—the AEB should act as a think tank on behalf of NACVA, staying plugged into the
newest thought and research in our disciplines and should produce, commission, or obtain at
State Chapter
least one white paper per year related to the process for publication.
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Question—Are you familiar with the AEB, its role and responsibilities, and more importantly its
current work? If not, please read on.
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The AEB’s current Think Tank project centers on an element in the determination of the cost of
capital, specifically Company Specific Risk. The objective of the project is to understand and
identify the key factors that valuation analysts consider in their build-up approach to cost of
Case Analysis capital determination. As part of the research and study, your AEB surveyed a sample set of
in Person
NACVA membership during our annual Conference. At this writing, we are continuing and
Program
expanding our research and survey work. If you have not participated in the survey, we need your
input and thoughts. The following link will take you to the survey and allow you to be a part of your
Practice
Association’s contribution to the valuation community.
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AEB Cost of Capital Survey
If any member has questions concerning the AEB’s current Think Tank project, please contact me
or our AEB Project Manager, Joseph D. Brophy.
QuickRead—the AEB’s primary responsibility is the production of technical content for NACVA’s
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weekly QuickRead. The topical articles are current issues and thoughts relevant to our valuation
disciplines. They range from as little as 300 words to upwards of 2500. However, the average
article approximates 600 to 800 words (1 to 1 ½ pages).
Questions:
1. Are you familiar with and receiving our weekly QuickRead? If not, you may subscribe here
or view the weekly articles here.
2. Would you like to increase your professional credibility and recognition? If so, consider
writing and submitting an article to your Association’s QuickRead. Contact me or any
member of your Ambassadors Editorial Board for information, topics, ideas, and submission
requirements.
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As I close this Third Quarter Association News column, I would like to express my gratitude to
T. J. LilesNACVA for allowing me to serve our membership through the AEB and serve as its current Chair.
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My wish to my fellow members is that you take the opportunity to get involved with NACVA and
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grow professionally. If I can be of any assistance to that end, do not hesitate to contact me.
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